Burnett Prizes
These prizes are provided by an anonymous donor in memory of Elizabeth Mabel Burnett, who overcame many difficulties to give her children the higher education and independence which were denied to her.

£200 for Distinction in MASt
or First Class in LLM or MCL or in final year BA
£100 for Merit in MASt
or First Class in non-final year BA or Advanced/Postgraduate Diploma
or exceptional achievement in another course
£50 for receiving a faculty/departmental or national/international prize in any year
(if not eligible for another college prize)

Charnley Prizes in Law
These prizes are provided by William Charnley, Hughes Hall Fellow and partner in King & Spalding’s Corporate practice.

£250 for the highest First Class LLM of the year
£250 for the highest First Class Law BA finalist of the year

Godwin – Raffan Prizes in Medicine and Education
These prizes are provided by Life Fellows Ray Godwin and John Raffan to reward able students in their own fields of expertise, Medicine and Education respectively.

£200 for Distinction in the Bachelor of Medicine Part III or the MPhil in Education
£50 for receiving a Clinical School Prize in Medicine or Faculty Prize in Education in any year
(if not eligible for another college prize)

Powell Prize in Religious Studies
This prize was provided by Helena Powell, Principal 1902-08, to encourage Religious Studies.

£200 for First Class, Distinction or equivalent in any relevant examination

Kenworthy Prize in Classics
This prize is provided by Senior Member John Kenworthy to encourage the study of Classics.

£200 for First Class, Distinction or equivalent in any relevant examination

Lowman Prize in Education
This prize is awarded by Cambridge Assessment to the ‘highest among those training at Hughes Hall to be teachers of English Language and Literature’ (Syndicate minutes, 1995).

£100 for the best PGCE student in English language and literature